January 25, 2012

Limited Quantity of Z Box Upgrade Released
PerfectPass is pleased to announce that after final validation in Mexico and
Florida, we are releasing the first order of the Z Box and version 8.0
software effective immediately.
The Z Box Upgrade Kit ($439 + $24 Fed Ex Shipping) includes a Software
Download Stick and a small Box that connects to the Star Gazer Master
Module. The Upgrade will take about 5 minutes to install and is extremely
simple. (You must have a Star Gazer System)
Much like the 9 settings in the ZO system, this Upgrade will allow you to set
a pull letter from A1-C3. Skiers that have experienced the Upgrade agree
that the pull feel is very much like that offered from ZO. In addition, the new
software features “No Magnet Timing” which allows you to run on any
course without using your Smart Timer Magnet Sensor.
We do not expect this to be a high volume product and therefore
PerfectPass has just 50 upgrade kits available at this time. These are only
available direct from PerfectPass.
To order or for more information contact PerfectPass Control
Systems Inc. at (902) 468-2150 or e mail sales@perfectpass.com.

Important Note: Some early Star Gazer Modules from 2008 are NOT
compatible with the Z Box. If you believe you purchased your upgrade in
2008 you may want to make a note of the serial # prior to contacting us.
Mechanical Module – Any Serial # less than SGM850 is affected
DBW Master Module – Any Serial # less than SG1100 is affected.

FAQ
Q. I have a DigitalPro System (Not Star Gazer), can I
upgrade?
A. Yes, but in addition to the Z Box you will require a Star Gazer Upgrade
Kit. The package price for both items is $ 849. (This assumes you have a
multiline Display) If you require a new Display as well, the total packaged
cost is $1029.

Q. Does it ski and feel exactly like the ZO system?
A. The upgrade is designed to simulate the pull and feel of ZO and most
agree it does an excellent job. However, depending on your boat, engine,
prop, elevation, skier style, etc. it may not feel exactly like ZO in your boat
compared to ZO in a new 2011 boat.

Q. If I set up my new Upgrade with the No Magnet Timing
method, is it ok that there are magnets in the course where
I ski ?
A. Yes, you will unplug your Smart Timer Magnet Sensor prior to “Mapping”
your course and using your system.

Q. How many courses can be “mapped” in the system?
A. You can enter up to 3 courses.

